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masons for the creation of llliac IV a n described and
liiiac IV p t + c t is mwntod. The archihchrn or hardllliac IV is discussllllac IV array is an army
ware s t r u e t u n of
processor with a rp.dalied controlunit (CUI that urn be vkwed as a
small stand-alone
The llliac IV sohare strategy is described
and needs. Briefdescriptions are given of
in k r m s ofcurrentuserhabits
the systems software itself, its history, and the maior lessons l e a d durare suggested.
ingitsdevelopment.
Some i d e a s forfuturedevelopment
Applications of lliiac N are discussed in terms of evaluating the fundon
ffxJ rimultanoously on up to 64 distinct argument sets x<. Many of the timeconsuming p r o b k m s In scientiAc computation invoke repeated evaludon
of the same function on dihrenl agument soh. The agumenl sets which
c o m p o s e the problem data base must be structured in such a fashion tho+
theycan bo dimtbuted omong 64 separatememories.Two
matrix a p
plications: Jacobi's algorithm for Anding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of mal symmetric matrices, and reducing a mal nonsymmetric matrix to
are disthe uppor-Hawnberg form usingHouseholder'stransformotions
cussed in detail. The ARPA networlr, a highly sophisticated and wide
nranging experiment in the remote access and sharingofcomputer
SOUKOS, is brieAydescribed
and itscurrentstatusdiscussed.
Many remarchers located about thecountry
who will use Illiac IV in solving
problems will do so via the network. Thevarioussystems,
hardware,
and procedures they will use is discussed.

*

computer.

1

I. INTRODUCI-ION

T ALL BEGAN in the early 1950's shortly after EDVAC [l]

became operational. Hundreds,then thousands of computers were manufactured, and they were generally

organized

a
MEMORY

Fig. 1. Functional relations within a conventional computer. The CU
has thefunction of fetchinginstructions which arestored in memory,
decoding orinterpretingthese instndons, and linally generating
the microsequencesof electronic pulses which cause the instruction
to be performed. The performance of the instruction m a y entail the
use or "driving" of oneof the three other components. The
CU m a y
also contain a small amount of memory called registers that can be
accessed faster than the main memory. The ALU contains the electronic circuitry necess~~y
to perform arithmetic and logical operations. The ALU m a y also contain register storage. Memory is the
medium by which information (instructions or data) is stored. The
1/0accepts information which is input to or output from Memory.
The 1 / 0 hardware m a y also take care of converting the information
from one coding scheme to another. The CU andALU taken
together are sometimes called a CPU.

on Von Neumann's concepts, as shown and described in Fig. 1.
In the decade betwetm 1950 and 190, memories became cheaper
and faster, andthe conceptof archival storage was evolved; control-and-arithmetic and logic units became more sophisticated: 1 / 0 devicesexpanded from typewriter to magnetictape units,
disks, drums, and remote terminals. But the four basic components of a conventional computer (control unit (0,
arithmeticManuscript received December 10, 1971; revised January 17, 1972. and-logic unit (ALLJ), memory, and I/O) were all present in one
Ttris inoitedpper is one of a series p h n e d on topics of general interestform or another.
The M t o r .
The turning away fromthe conventional organization came in
The authors are with the Center for AdvancedComputation andthe
Illiac N Project,University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.61801.
the middle l m ' s , when the law of diminishing returns began to
Authorized licensed use limited to: The University of Auckland. Downloaded on May 27,2010 at 01:22:55 UTC from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 2. Pipelined operation. The large boxes representthe circuits required to transform the operandsA and B into the quantity O(A, B ) (some
function of A and B, say the sum of A and B). The smaller boxes represent storage stages for the intermediate results O(A, B ) , and @ A , B)2,
and the desired resultO(A, B). The operation0 has been broken.down intothree stages, each of which acceptsas input the output of the previous stage, and all of which perform a stage of the operation at the same time. At esch step of the timing cycle,the pipeline accepts a new
pair of operands ( A , B ) and the previous pair moves to the next stage. This mode of operation causes results (the sum in this example) to
appear at the end of the pipeline at time intervals equal to the time of operation of the slowest stage of the pipeline.
The replication philosophyis exemplified by the general multitake effectin the effort to increase the operational speedof a computer. Up until this point the approach was simply to speed up processor which replicates three of the four major components
the operationof the electronic circuitry which comprised the four (all but the I/O) many times.The cost of a general multiprocessor
major functional components. (See Fig. 1.)
is, however, very high and further design options were considered
Electronic circuits are ultimatelylimitedintheirspeed
of which would decrease the cost without seriously degrading
the
operation by the speed of light (light travels about one foot in a power or efficiency of the system. The options consist merely of
nanosecond) and many of the circuits were already operating in recentralizing one of the three major componentswhich had been
the nanosecond time range. So, although faster circuits could be previously replicated inthe general multiprocessor-the memory,
made, the amount of money necessary to produce these faster the ALU, or the CU. Centralizing the CU gives rise to the basic
circuits was not justifiable in terms of the small percentage inorganization of a vector or array processor such as Illiac IV. This
crease of speed.
particular option was chosen for two main reasons.
1) Cost: A very high percentage of the cost within a digital
At this stage of the problem two new approaches evolved.
1) Owrlup: The hardware structure of the conventional or- computer is associated with CU circuitry. Replication of this
ganization was modified so that two or more of the major func- component is particularly expensive, and therefore centralizing
tionalcomponents (or subcomponentswithinamajorcompothe CU saves more moneythan can be saved by centralizing either
nent) could overlap their operations. Overlap means that more
of the other twocomponents.
than one operation is occurring during the same time interval,
2) Structure: There is alarge class of both scientific and
and thus total operation timeis decreased.
business problemsthat can be solved by a computer with oneCU
Before operations couldbe overlapped, control sequences be- (one instruction stream) and many ALUs.The same algorithm is
tween the components had to be decoupled. Certainly the CU performed repetitively on mzny sets of different data: the data
could at least be fetching the next instruction while the ALU was are structured as a vector, and the vector processor of Illiac IV
executing the present one.
operates on the vector data. All of the componentsof data struc2) Replication: One of the four major components (or sub- tured as a vector are processed simultaneouslyor in parallel.
components within a major component) could
The Illiac IV project was started in the ComputerScience Debe duplicated many
times. (Ten black boxes can produce the result of one black box partment at the University of Illinois with the objective of dein one-tenth of the time if the conditions are right.) The replica- velopinga digital systememploying the principle of parallel
tion of 1/0 devices, for example, was a step taken
very early in the operation to achieve a computational rate of IO9 instructions/s.
evolution of digital computers-large installations had more than In order toachieve this rate,the system was to employ 256 procesone tapedrive, more than one card reader, more than one printer.
sors operating simultaneously under
a central control dividedinto
Since the above twophilosophies do notmutuallyexclude
four subassemblyquadrants of 64 processors each. Due primarily
each other, a third approach
exists which consistsof both of them to subcontractorproblemsseveralbasictechnologicalchanges
in a continuously variable rangeof proportions.
were necessitated during the course of the program, principally,
The overlappingphilosophy was implemented largelythrough reduction in individuallogic-circuit complexity and memory techthe buffer andpipeline mechanisms. The pipeline mechanism (see nology.Theseresulted in costescalation and scheduledelays,
Fig. 2) breaks down an operation into suboperations, or stages, ultimately limiting the system to one quadrant with an overall
and decouples these stages from each other. After the stages are speed of approximately 200 million instructions/s. It is this onedecoupled they canbe performed simultaneouslyor, equivalently, quadrant system that will be discussed for the remainder of this
in parallel. The buffer mechanism allows an operation to be de- paper.
coupled into parallel operation by providing a place to store inThe approach taken in Illiac IV surmounts fundamental limformation.
itations in ultimate computer speedby allowing-at least in p M -
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ciple-an unlimited number of computational events to takeplace
simultaneously. The logical design of Illiac IV is patterned after
that of the Solomon [2], [3] computers, prototypes
of which were
built by the Westinghouse ElectricCorporation in the early1960’s.
In this design a single master CU sends instructions to a sizable
number of independent processing elements (PES) and transmits
addresses to individual memory units associated with these PES
(“PE memories,” PEMs). Thus,while a single sequenceof instructions (the program)still does the controlling,it controls a number
of PES that execute the same instruction simultaneously on data
that can be, and usually are, different in the memory of each PE.
Each of the 64 PES of Illiac IV is a powerful computing unit
in its own right. It can perform awide range of arithmetical operations on numbers that are 64 binary digits long. These numbers
can bein any of the six possibleformats: the number can be
processed as a single number 64 bits long in either a fixed or a
“floating” point representation, or the 64 bits can be broken up
into smaller numbers of equal length. Each of the memory units
has a capacity of 2048 64-bit numbers. The time required to extract a number from memory (the access time) is 188 ns, but because additional logiccircuitry is needed to resolve conflicts when
two or more sections of Illiac IV call on the memory simultaneously, the minimum time between successive operations of memory is increased to 350 ns.
Each PE has more than100 OOO distinct electronic components
assembledintosome12
OOO switching circuits. APEtogether
with its memory unit and associated logic is called a processing
unit (PU). In a system containing more than six million components one can expect a component or a connection to fail once
every few hours. For this reason muchattention has been devoted
to testing and diagnostic procedures. Each of the 64 processing
units will be subjected regularly to an extensive library of automatic tests. If a unit shouldfail one of these tests, it can be quickly
unplugged and replacedby a spare, with only a brief loss of operating time. When the defective unit hasbeen taken out of service,
the precise cause of the failure will be determined by a separate
diagnostic computer. Oncethe fault has been found and repaired,
the unit will be returned to the inventory of spares.
Illiac IV could not have been designed at all without much
help from other computers. Two medium-sized Burroughs 5500
computers worked almost full time for two years preparing the
artwork for the system’s printed circuit boards and developing
diagnostic and testing programs for the system’s logic and hardware.Theseformidabledesign,programming,
andoperating
efforts were under the direction of Arthur B. Carroll, who, during
this period, was the project’s deputy principal investigator.
The Illiac IV system is scheduled for completionby the end of
this calendar year; the fabrication phase is essentially complete
with some final assembly and considerable debugging yet to be
completed.]
11. HARDWARE
STRUCTURE

A . Illiac IV in Brief
As stated in the Introduction, the original design of Illiac IV
contained four CUs, each of which controlled a 64-ALU array
processor. The version being built by the Burroughs Corporation
will have only one CU which drives 64 ALUs as shown in Fig. 3.
It is tor this reason that Illiac IV is sometimes referred to as a
All of this workwas sponsored under a Grant (Contract USAF
30(602)4144) from the Advanced Research Projects Agency.

I

c

cu

1

I/O
(86500)
J

u.
.A
.
Fig. 3. Functional block diagram of nliac IV.
quadrant (one-fourth of the original machine) and it is this abbreviated version of Illiac IV that willbe discussed for the remainder of this paper. For a more complete description of the
Illiac IV architecture see [4]-[6].
One differencebetween Illiac IV and a general array processor
is that the CU has been decoupled from the rest of the array
processor so that certain instructions can be executed completely
within the resources of the CU at the same time that the ALU is
performing its vector operations. In this way another degree of
parallelism is exploited in addition to the inherent parallelism of
64 ALUs being driven simultaneously. What we have is 2 computers inside Illiac IV: one that operates on scalars, and one that
operates on vectors. Allof the instructions, however, emanate
from the computer that operates on scalars-the CU.
Each element of the ALU array is not called by its generic
name (ALU) but is called a PE. There are 64 PES, and they are
numbered from 0 to 63. Each PE responds to appropriateinstructions if the PEis in an active mode. (There exist instructions in the
repertoire which can activate or deactivate a PE.) Each PE performs the same operation under command from the
CU in the
lock-stepped manner of an array processor. That is, since there
is only one CU, there is only one instruction stream andall of the
ALUs respond together or are lock-stepped to the current
instruction. If the current instruction is ADD for example, then all
the ALUs will add-there can be no instruction which will cause
some of the ALUs to be adding while others are multiplying.
Every ALU in the array performs the instruction operation
in this
lock-stepped fashion, but the operands are vectors whose components can be, and usually are, different.
Each PE has a full complement of arithmetic and logical circuitry, and under command from theCU will perform an instruction “at-a-crack” as an array processor. Each
PE has its own 2048
word 64-bit memory called a PE memory (PEM) which can be
accessed in no longer than 350 ns. Special routing instructions can
be used to move data from PEM to PEM. Additionally, operands
can be sent to the PES from the CU via a full-word (64-bit) oneway communication line andthe CU haseight-wordone-way
(for instruction anddata
communication with thePEMarray
fetching).
An Illiac IV word is 64 bits, and data numbers can be represented in either 64-bit floating point, 64-bit logical. 48-bit fixed
point, 32-bit floating point, 24-bit fixed point, or 8-bit fixed point
(character) mode. By utilizing the 64-bit, 32-bit, and 8-bit data
formats, the 64 PES can hold a vector
of operands with either 64,
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Fig. 4. Illiac IV systemorganization.
128, or 512 components. Since Illiac IV can add 512 operands in
the 8-bit integer mode in about 66 ns, it is capable of performing
almost 101O of these "short" additionsl's. Illiac IV can perform
approximately 150 million 64-bit roundednormalizedfloatingpoint additionsis.
The 1/0 is handled by a B6500 computer system. The operating system, including the assemblers and compilers, also resides
in the B6500.

Fig. 5 . llliac 1V array.

also has 4 accumulator registers called ACARO, ACARI,
ACAR2, and ACAR3, each of which is also 64 bits long. The
The IUiac TV system can be organized in.
as Fig. 4. The Illiac IV ACARs can be used as accumulators for integer addition, shiftsystem consists ofthe Illiac IV array plus the
Illiac IV I/O system. ing, Boolezn operations, and holding loop-control informationThe Illiac IV array consists of the array processor and the CU. such as the lower limit, increment, and upper limit. In addition
In turn, the array processor is made up of 64 PES and their 64 the ACARs can be used as index
registers to modify storage referassociated memories-PEMs. The Illiac IV 11'0system comprises ences within the memory section (PEM).
B6500 conb) PE: Each PE is a sophisticated ALU capable of a wide
the 1/0 subsystem, the disk file system (DFS), and the
trol computer. The110 subsystem is broken down further t o the range of arithmetic andlogical operations. There are64 PES numbered 0 through 63. Each PE in the array has 6 programmable
CDC, BIOM, and 10s. The B 6 5 0 is actually a medium-scale
computer system by itself.
registers: the A register (RGA) or accumulator, the B register
The Illiac IV array will be discussed first, in a general manner, (RGB), which holds the second operand in a binary operation
followed by two illustrative problems which indicate some of the (such as ADD,SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY, or DIVIDE),
the R or routing
similarities and differences in approach to problem solving using register (RGR), whichtransmitsinformationfromonePE
to
sequential and parallel computers. The prablemsalsoserve to another, the S register (RGS) which can be used as temporary
storage by the programmer, the X
register (RGX) or index register
illustrate how the hardware components are
tied together.Fito modify the address field of an instruction, and the D or mode
nally, the Illiac IV 11'0 system is discussed briefly.
I) The Ifliuc IF' Array: Fig. 5 represents the Illiac IV arrayregister (RGD), which controls the active or nonactive status of
the CU plus the array processor.
each PE independently. The RGD determines whether a PE will
a) CU:The CU is not just the CU that we are used to think- be active or passive during instruction execution. Since thisregising of on a conventional computer, but can be viewed as a small ter is under the programmer's control, individual PES within the
unsophisticated computer in its own right. Not only does it cause array of 64 PES may be set to enabled (active) or disabled (pasof one of the other PEregisters.
the 64 PES to respond to instructions, but there is a repertoire of sive) status based on the contents
instructions that can be completely executed withinthe resources For example, there are instructions which disable all PES whose
of the CU, and the execution of these instructions is overlapped RGR contents are greater than their RGA contents. Only those
execute the current instruction.
with the execution of the instructions which drive the PE array. PES in an enabled state are able to
Again, it is worthwhile to view Illiac IV as being two computers, All registers are 64 bits except RGX which is 16 bits, and R G D
one which operateson scalars and onewhich operates on vectors. which is 8 bits,.
c) PEM: Each PE has its own 2048-word 64-bits per word
The CU contains64integrated-circuit
registers calledthe
ADVAST data buffer (ADB), which can be used as a high-speed random-access memory. Each memory is called a PEM, and they
scratch-pad memory. ADVAST is an acronym for advanced sta- are numbered 0 through 63 also. PE and PEM taken together are
tion and is one of the five functional sections of the CU. Each called aprocesving unir or PU. PEi may only access PEMi so that
register of the ADB (DO through D63) is 64 bits long. The CU one PU cannot modify the memory of another PU. Information

B . The Ilfiac IV System
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from the RGD of each PE in the array. The mode-bit line can
transmit one of the eight mode bits of each RGD in the array up
to an ACAR in the CU.
If this bit is the bit whichindicates
whether or not a PE is on or off, we can transmit a “mode pattern’’ to an ACAR. This mode pattern reflects the status or onoffness of each PE in the array; then there are
instructions which
are executed completely within the CU that can test this mode
pattern and branch on a zero or nonzero condition. In this way
branching in the instruction stream can occur based on the mode
pattern of the entire 64-PE array.
2) Some Illustratice Problems
a ) Adding two aligned arrays: Let us first consider the problem of adding two arraysof numbers together. The Fortran statements for a conventional computer might look like:
DO 10 I = 1,

10L4(I)= B ( I )

Fig. 6. PE routingconnections.

can, however, be passed from one PU to another via the routing
network, which is one of the 4 paths by which data flow through
the Illiac IV array.
6) Datapaths: There arefourpaths
by which data flow
through the Illiac IV array. These paths are called the CU bus,
the common-data bus (CDB), the routing network, and
modethe
bit line.
1) CU bus: Instructions or data from the PEMs in blocks of
eight words can be sent to the CU via the CU bus. The instructions to be executed are distributed throughout the PEMs and
are fetched in blocks of eight words to the CU via the CU bus as
necessary. Although the operating system takes care of fetching
and executing instructions, data can also be fetched in blocks of
eight words under program control using the CU bus.
2) CDB: Information stored in the CU can be “broadcast”
to the entire 64 PE array simultaneously via the CDB. A value
such as a constantto be used as a multiplier need notbe stored 64
times in each PEM; instead this value can be stored within a CU
register and then broadcast to each enabled PE in the array. Ia
addition the operand or address portion of an instruction is sent
to the PE array via the CDB.
3) Routing network: Information in one PE register can be
sent to another PE register by special routing instructions. (Information can be transferred from PE register to PEM by standard LOAD or STORE instructions.) High-speed routing lines run
between every RGR of every PE and its nearest left and right
neighbor (distances of - 1 and +1, respectively) and its neighbor
8 positions to the left and 8 positions to the right (-8 and +8,
respectively). Other routing distances are
effected by combinations
of routing - 1, +1, -8, or f 8 PEMs; that is, if a route of 5 to
the right is desired, the softwarewill figure out that thefastest way
to dothis is by a right routeof 8 followed by three left routes of 1.
Fig. 6 shows one way to view the connectivity which exists between PES. As can be seen from the figure, PEo is connected to
PES, PEI, PEs, and P G .
4) Mode-bit fine:The mode-bit line consists of one line coming

S

+C(I).

The two Fortran instructions are compiled to a set of machinelanguageinstructionswhichinclude
initialization of theloop,
looping instructions, and the addition of each element of the B
array to the proper element in the C array, and storage to the A
array. Except for the
initialization instructions, theset of machinelanguage instructions is executed N times. Therefore, if it takes
M ps to pass once through the loop,it will take about N times M
ps to perform the above Fortran code.
Nowsuppose the same operations are to
be performed on
Illiac IV. Arrangement of the data in memory becomes a primary
consideration-the data must be arranged to exploit the parallelism of operation of the PES as effectively as possible. The worst
way to use the PES would be to allocate storage for the A , B, and
C arrays in just one PEM. Then instructions would have to be
written just asthey were in aconventionalmachine
to loop
through an instruction set N times.
Let us consider the problemasconsisting
of threecases:
N=64, N<64, and N>64,and then see what each caseentails in
terms of programming for Illiac IV.
1) N = 64: To reflect the case whereN=64, we have arranged
the data as shown in Fig. 7. In order to execute the two lines of
Fortran code, only the three basic Illiac IV machine-language instructions are necessary: 1) LOAD all PE Accumulators (RGA)
from location a+2 in all PEMs. 2) ADD to the PE Accumulators
(RGA) the contentsof location a+l in all PEMs. 3) STORE result
of all PE Accumulators to location cr in all PEMs.
Since every PE will execute each instruction at the same time
or in parallel, accessing its own
PEM when necessary, the 64 loads,
additions, and stores will be performed while just three instructions are executed. This is a speedup of 64 times for this case, in
execution time.
The three instructionsto perform the 64 additions in Illiac IV
assembly language (Ask) would actually look like:
LDA
ALPHA

-t 2 ;

+ 1:

ADRS ALPHA
STA
ALPHA;

(note that since each instruction operates on a vector, a memory
location can be considered a row of words rather than a single
word).
2) N<64: Since there are exactly 64 PES to perform calculations, a proper questionis: what happens if the upper limit of the
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Fig. 7. Arrangement of data in PEM to accomplish
DO 10 I = 1, 64
10 .4(Z) = B ( I ) C ( I ) .

+

loop is not exactly equal to 64? If the upper limit is less than 64,
there is no problem other than that the totalPE array will not be
utilized.
The tradeoff the potential userof Illiac IV must consider here
is how much(or how often)is Illiac IV underutilized?If the underutilization is “too much” then the problem should be considered
forrunning on aconventionalcomputer.However,
the user
should keep in mind that he usually does not feel too guilty if he
underutilizes the resources of a conventional system-he does not
use every tape drive, every bit of available core,every printer, and
every byte of disk space for most of his conventional programs.
3 ) N > 64: When the upper limit of the loopis greater than 6 4 ,
the programmer is faced with a storage allocation problem. That
is, he has various options for storing the A , B, and C arrays and
the program he writes to perform the 2 Fortran statements will
vary considerably with the storage allocation scheme chosen.To
illustrate this let us consider the special case where N = 6 6 with
the A, B, and C arrays stored as shown in Fig. 8.
To perform the 66 additions on the data stored as shown in
Fig. 8, six Illiac IV machine-language instructionsare now necessary:
LOAD

RGA from location a+4.

ADD to RGA contents of location
STORE result to location a.

a+2.

RGA from location a+5.
RGA contents of location a+3.
STORE result to location a+ 1.
LOAD

ADD to

Lac14TDn 2047

Fig. 8. Arrangement of data in PEM to accomplish
DO 10 I = 1, 66
10 A(Z) = R(Z)
C(Z).

+

Fortran code :

D0101=2,64
10 A(Z) = B(Z)

+ A ( I - 1).

How would we do the above instructions on a parallel computer
such asIlliac IV? At first, it appears we cannot perform the above
algorithm on Illiac IV because it is inherently sequential. Ifwe
recognize that the 2 Fortran statements above are only a shorthand for 63 Fortran statements:

A(2)

=

B(2)

A(3)

=

B(3)

+ A(1)
+ A(2)

+ A(62)
B(Ci4) + A(63)

A(63) = B(63)
A(64) =

and that eachof the 63 statements is executed sequentially,we see
that each statement in the sequence relies on the result computed
from the previous statement. That is, 4 3 ) cannot be computed
until the statement aboveit has computed 4 2 ) . Therefore, the 63
additions cannot be done in parallel if we literally try to apply the
2 Fortran statements asthey stand. However, using mathematical
subscript notation:

+

The additionof two more dataitems to theA , B, and C arrays
A2 = B2 A I
not only necessitates extra Illiac IV instructions but complicates
the data storagescheme. In this instance, the programmer might
A3 = B3 A ? = B3 B2 A I
as well DIMENSION the A , B, and C arrays to 128 as 66. Note that
the particular storage scheme shown in Fig. 8 wastes almost 3
A*=B~+A~=BI+B~+B:!+A~
rows of storage (186 words). The storagecould have been packed
much closer so that B ( l ) followed A(66) in PE, of row a + l , but
the program to add the arrays together would have to do much
more shuffling to properlyalign the arrays before adding. An
A N = B.v B.v-1 * * BZ A I .
Illiac IVprogram is highlydependent onthestorage scheme
chosen.
We see that the elements of the A array can be computed indeb) Uncoupling sequential code: Finally letus consider the pendently using the formula

+

+ +

+

+
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Fig. 9. Status of data in PEM, RGA, RGR, and mode status (RGD) while executing

DO 10 Z = 2, 64
10 A(Z) = B(Z) A(Z

+

-

1).

The mode status (RGD) and the contents of PEM, RGA, and RGR are shown after step 8) ( i = 2 ) of the program.

;Is

= A I

+

s

for .2 I S

Bi,

i= 2

I 64.

The Fortran code to perform the above formula would be:
i(;

=

9 (1)

DO 10 S

s

= AS

=

2,64

+R(S)

10 A(.\-) = 6 s .
The above Fortran code is equivalent to the original code(its end
results are the same) but now the computationof the A array has
been decoupled so that each value of A in the airay can be computed independently.
An arrangementof data toeffect this programis shown in Fig.
9 and the program might be as follows.
1) Enable all PES. (Turn ON all PES.)
2) Ali PES LOAD RGA from location a.
3) i d .
4) All PES LOAD RGR from their RGA. [This instruction is
performed by d l PES, whether they are ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled).]
5 ) All PES ROUTE their RGR contents a distance of 2' to the
right. (This instruction is also performed by all PES, regardless of
whether they are ON or OFF.)
6) j-2'- 1 .
7) Disable PES number 0 through j . (Turn them OFF.)
8) All enabled PES ADD to RGA the contents of RGR. (Fig.
9 shows the state of RGR, RGA, and RGD (the mode statuswhich PES are ON and which are OFF-after this step has been executed when i = 2.)

a
86500 CONTROL COMPUTER

DISK FILE

SYSTEM

Fig. IO.

SVBSYSTEM

Illiac IV 1 / 0 system.

which decouples to F.v=((ITL2Ci)Fl. All that need be done is
that step 8) be changed to MULTIPLY rather than A D D . Note also
that if Ci = i (i= 1,2,
. ,64)and F1= 1 we have an algorithm for
computing N ! on Illisc IV; thst is, when the algorithm is complete PE.v will contain (N+l)!
This example tries to illustrate that it is not always immediately clear if an algorithm can be decoupled so thst it can operate
in parallel, or is so dependent on what happened beforethat it can
only be executed sequentially. In this example, it appears that the
algorithm is sequential, but upon closer inspection, the parallelism
appears. Potential Illiac IV users will probably need much practice in analyzing problems using aparallel viewpoint, especiallyif
they have alreadybeen conditioned to viewing their problems only
in terms of solving them on a sequential conventional computer.
The tool, for better or for worse, shapes the uses it is pxt to.
3) Illiac IV 1 ' 0 System: The Illiac IV array is an extremely
9) i c i + l .
powerful information processor, but it has of itself no I . 0 capa10) If i<6 go back to step 3), otherwise to the step 11).
bility. The I 0 capability, along with the supervisory system (in11) Enable all PES.
cluding compilers and utilities), resides within the Illiac IV I ' ' 0
12) All PES STORE the contents of RGA to location a +l .
Note that this same algorithm can be applied to the solution System. The Illiac IV I, '0system (see Fig. 10) consists of the I '0
of problems where the recurrence is of the form:. F, = C, * F$-I subsystem, a DFS, and a B6500 control computer (which in turn
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Fig. 11. Illiac IV system.
supervises a large laser memory and the ARPA network link).
The total Illiac IV system consisting of the Illiac IV 1,0 system
and the Illiac IV array is shown in Fig. 11. All system configurations shownare transitory, and
more than likely will have change3
several times in the next year or so.
a ) Z,’O subsystem: The I 0 subsystem consists of the control
descriptorcontroller (CDC), the buffer I, 0 memory (BIOM),
and the 110 switch (10s).
1) CDC: The CDC monitors a section of the CU waiting for
an 1;O request to appear. TheCDC can then interrupt theB6500
control computerwhich can, in turn, try to honor therequest and
place a response code back in thatsection of the CU via the CDC.
This response code indicates the status of the I, 0 request to the
program in the Illiac IV array.
The CDC causes the B6500 to initiate the loading of the PEM
array with programs and data from theIlliac IV disk (also called
the DFS). After PEM has been loaded, the CDC can then pass
control to the CU to begin execution of the Illiac 1V program.
2) BIOM: The B6500 control computer can transfer information from its memory through its CPU at the rate of 8OX1O6
bits’s.The Illiac IV DFS accepts information attherateof

500X1O6bits,’s. This factor of over six in information transfer
rates between the two systems necessitates the placing of a ratesmoothing bufferbetween them.TheBIOM is that buffer. A
buffer is also necessary for the conversion of 48-bit B6500 words
to 64-bit Illiac IV words which can come out of the BIOM two
a t a time via the 128-bit wide path to the DFS. The BIOMis actually four PE memories pro\liding 8192 words of 64-bit storage.
3) 10s: The 10s performs two functions. As its name implies, it is a switch and is responsible for switching information
from either the DFSor from a port which can accept input from
a real-time device. All bulk data transfers to and from the PEM
array are via 10s. As a switch it must ensure that only one input
is sending to the array at a given time. In addition, the 10s acts
as a buffer between the DFS and the array, since each channel
from the Illiac 1V disk to the 10s is256 bits wide and the bus
from the 10s to the PEM array is 1024 bits wide.
b) DFS: The DFS consists of two storage units, two electronics units and two disk file controllers. The DFS is also called
Disk is of 109-bit capacthe Illiac IV disk or simply, the Disk. The
ity, having 128 heads, with one head per track. The DFS has two
channels, each of which can transmit or receive data at a rate of
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0.5 X lo9 bitsjs over a path 256 bits wide; however, if both chan- with suitably sophisticated simulators, without any referenceto a
nels are sending or receiving simultaneously the transfer rate is “real” Illiac IV; indeed, most of the truly innovative software
IO9 bitsis.
envisioned has yet to be built. This Section, then, is devoted pric ) B6500 control computer:The B6500 control computer con- marily to a discussion of a sound software strategy rather than
to
sists of a central processing unit (CPU), a memory, a multiplexor, a minutely detailed description of the initial software [ 6 ] - [ 8 ] .
and a set of peripheral devices (cardreader,cardpunch,line
B. Software Strategy
printer, 4 magnetic tape units, 2 disk files and a console printer,
The main reasonfor building Illiac IV wasto provide afacility
and a keyboard). It is the function of the B6500 to manage all
programmers’ requests for system resources. This meansthat the of massive computing power especially suited to the solution of
operating system will reside on the B6500. All compiling and as- partial differential equationsandmatrixmanipulation.Aconon less
sembling of programs is also performed on the B6500. Utilities, siderable amount of this work was already being done
powerful
serial
machines
by
users
who
demanded
execution
speed
such as card-to-disk, card-to-tape, etc., are also executed on the
B6500. From a total system standpoint, the Illiac IV array can be at almost any priceand who used their machines largely in batchconsidered as a special-purpose peripheral device of the B6500 processing mode (as opposedto time sharing), relyingvery much
capable of solving certainclasses of problems with extremely high on punch-card input devices and magnetic tape and line printer
for intermediate storage and for printing final results. It was estispeed.
1) Laser memory: The B6500 supervises a 101*-bitwrite-once mated that users wouldutilize a substantial proportionof Illiac IV
read-only laser memory developed by the Precision Instrument time during its first year of operation in debugging and refining
Company. The beam froma n argon laser records binary databy their programs or “code,” thus justifying the creation of the
burning microscopic holesin a thin film ofmetal coated on a strip machine. Nearly all these users desired that languages and operefficiency rather than“ease of use”
of polyester sheet, whichis carried by a rotating drum.Each data ating systems provide machine
strip can store some
2.9 billion bits. A “stripfile” provides storage or “programmability.” Many of the codes for existing Illiac IV
and have disa
bits. The timeto applications have evolved over the last ten years
for 400 data strips containing more thantrillion
locate data stored on any one of the 400 strips is 5 s. Within the played a remarkable architectural similarity. They comprise the
same strip data can be located in 200 ms. The read and record following three parts:
1) A “preprocessor” section, wherein the problem is initialrate is four million bits per second on each of two channels. A
data) is perprojected use of this memory will allow the user to “dump” large ized and decimal-to-binaryconversion(reading
formed. This is usually a serially oriented section.
quantities of programs and data into
this storage medium for
2) A “kernel” where the main problem is addressed, usually
leisurely review at a later time; hard copy output can optionally
inherently parallel, and therefore considered a job for Illiac IV.
be made from files within the laser memory.
2) ARPA network link: The ARPA networkis a groupof com- The kerneloccupiesbetween 5 percent and 10 percent of the
source and object code, and onserial machines uses 80 to 95 perputerinstallationsseparatedgeographically
but connectedby
high-speed (50 OOO bitsjs) data communication lines. On these cent of the time.
3) A “postprocessor” section, wherein results are stored on
lines, the members of the “net” can transmit information-usually in the form
of programs, data,or messages. The link performs archive files, necessary binary-to-decimal (writing data) converan information switching function andis handled by an interface sions are msde, graphs are plotted, and line printer output formessage processor (IMP) and a network control program stored matting is set. This is ususlly a serially oriented section. From
within each member installation’s “host” computer. Each IMP here control may loop back to the kernel in order to complete a
operates in a “store and forward mode,” that is, information in further set of iterations on the data.
Generallyspeaking, Illiac IV jobs willbe presented tothe
one IMP is not lost until the receiving IMP has signalled complete
reception and retention of the message. The IMPinterfaces with B6500 as card decks, tapefiles, or as files received over the ARPA
network [9]. B6500 disk files which have originated from one of
each member’s computer system and converts information into
standard format for transmission to the rest of the net. Con- these sources, but have been edited’ through local or remote online consoles, may also be presented as Illiac IV jobs.
versely, the IMP accepts information in a standard format and
Resultsproduced byB6500 or Illiac IVprogramsmsy be
converts it to the particular data format of the member installation. In this way, the ARPA network
is a form of a computer printed in the conventional manner locally, displayed on local or
remote on-line consoles,or transmitted over the ARPA network
utility with each contributing member offering its unique resources
to all of the othermembers. The Illiac IV system thenis an ARPA to output devices local to the user. Later, it is expected that pronetwork resourcethat will be sharedby the members of the ARPA vision for microfilm graphics and selective viewing and editing of
network; even the hostsite of the Illiac IV, Ames Research Center results will be made availablelocally.
However, because of the high disk latency (40 ms) compared
at Moffett Field, Calif., will be constrained to access Illiac IV via
the ARPA network.
with processor speed, it should be remembered that the Illiac IV
hardware, as it stands, is not particularly amenable to a “timesharing’’ operation if “time-sharing” implies “time-slicing.” All
111. SOETWARE
the usual interactive and debugging facilities will be provided on
A. Introduction
the B6500.
It shouldbe rememberedthat theIlliac IV projectwas initially
From the intended user’s point of view, then, it seemed adedirected toward experimenting with the feasibility of building a quate initially to provide simple batch-processing software that
massivehardwareconfigurationandmost
of the softwaredewould enable jobs to be run efficiently, even though only onejob
scribed here (defined as operating system, compilers, debugging
kernel would be active at a time. This attitude was reenforced by
aids, and necessary library functions) could have been developed questions of reliability. The initial mean time betweenfailures for
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The Illiac IV operating system consists of a set of asynchrothe Illiac IV array was envisionedto be 2-4 h. Debugging “statenous processes which run under the control of the B6500 master
of-the-art’’ software on untried “state-of-the-art” hardware dean Illiac IV job to
or more foolhardiness than most control program (MCP). When a user submits
manded either more bravery
ordinary mortals were preparedto volunteer. On the other hand, the B6500, it usually consists of the following parts:
1) B6500 programs usually written in B6.500 Algol or Forthe B6500 promised to be much more reliable and offered Burtran, which transform and prepare
binary input files (input under
roughs Algol as an implementation language.
The wisest course was clearly to aim for simple batch-process- format control, i.e., character-to-binary conversion) to be used
ing systems software executed as much as possibleon the B5500. by the IUiac IV program called “Preprocessor.”
2) Illiac IVprogramsusuallywritteninAsk,Glypnir,
or
As experience leadsto greater familiarity and confidence withthe
array hardware and initial software performance, those modules Illiac IV Fortran, which use Illiac IV to operate on the files prewhoseoperation is inherently parallel could be moved onto pared by the B6500 programs and to prepare binary output files
Illiac IV if the B6500 became overloaded,or if it seemed otherwise (“Kernel”).
advisable to do so.
3) B6500 programs usually written inB6500 Algol or Fortran
files from Illiac IV to therequired external
One of the first software tasks wasto write an Illiac IV simula- which transform binary
tor that would handle all operations in the CU and PES and all form for use or storage (“Postprocessor”).
Illiac IV machine instructions. Although this simulator
ran ap4) An Illiac control language (ICL) program which
defines
proximately a million times more
slowly than Illiac IV on a B6500, the job. The ICL controls the operating
system for the job which
and later, about200 OOO times more slowly on a B6500, it became it defines, and thusmay be seenas “driving” the operating system
be
the basis for all language and algorithmdevelopment for Illiac IV. for that particular job, although the operating system may
Recently, the simulator was extended to simulate Illiac IV 1/0 operating on several ICL programs concurrently.
As eachjob enters the system through theB6500, it is assigned
subsystem logic and its interaction with the Illiac operating system. At the time of writing, potential users may “run Illiac IV a priority (if one has not been
specified by the user). Higher
jobs” on this complete simulator as if they were using the com- priority jobs, as well as being processed more favorably by the
plete Illiac IV installation, although the length of the Illiac IV B6500, have the privilege of having their Illiac IV program parts
program must, of course, be of limited execution time. This simu- preemptingrunning Illiac IV programs of lower priority. The
lated operating system is built so that it maybe incrementally preempting program will run to completion unless it is itself pretransferred onto the real
Illiac IV hardware. The present software empted by a program of higher priority. The numberof stackedis
will be operational very shortly after the hardware is built and uppreemptedjobs may bearbitrarilysetwhenthesystem
initialized. However, the main functionof the preemption scheme
working.
It is also worth noting that all Illiac IV languages except the is to allow debugging runs and short production runs to move
along the job stream quiterapidly, while longer production runs
Assembler, but including the Illiac control language (the operating-system control-card language), have been implemented us- and jobs of lower priority ensure that the Illiac IV itself is rarely
ing a compiler-compiler system called TWST [lo]. This has al- idle for any lengthof time. If the work load permits, non-Illiac IV
lowed a certainamount of language experimentation, and has
re- jobs may be run on the B6500 while it is not compiling, preprosulted in the earlyavailability of usable languages despitethe fact cessing, postprocessing, and administering Illiac IV jobs.
The B6500 programs and Illiac IV programs communicatevia
that the teamproviding the basicIlliac IV software included never
48-bit path through the TMU
more than fourteen professionals. This relatively small team has Illiac IV diskfiles (for data) and the
provided a coherentset of software, although the relatively mech- of the CU(interrupt signals). The protocol for these signals over
anized approach has caused some degradation
in compile-time the 48-bit path is administered by two modules. The first is a
speed for instance. Consequently, there is a considerable amount small executive program residing in Illiac IV itself (called OS4)
of refinement to be done. However, this will not affect the users, which processesall interrupts for the array,handles all communiwhose programs will not have to be changed while the overall cations between the user program and the rest of the operating
compiler efficiency increases.
system, and providesa few standard functionsfor use inthe
array. OS4 communicateswith a module(known asthe“job
C . Operating System
partner”) in theB6500,which actsas aclearing house forall comThe Illiac IV operating system[ 111 operates in a “diagnostic” munication between OS4 and thus the user program running on
or “normal” mode. The main task of the diagnostic mode is the Illiac IV. The job partner thusinitiates all data transfers between
testing and diagnosis of possible faults in the Illiac IV I/’O subsys- the B6500 and Illiac IV, B6500 and Wac IV disk, and between
tem and the Illiac IV array itself. These disgnostic programs are Illiac IV and Illiac IV disk. This arrangement emphasizes the rate
designed to identify faultsand to automatically identify the plug- of the B6500 as an 1/0 computer for the Illiac IV or, conversely,
gable unit in which they occur. The unit is then replaced and the the Illiac IV as a peripheral for the B6500.
operating system automatically reruns the
test program that idenICL is used to coordinate the execution and communication
tified the fault to ensure thatit has in fact been remedied. While of the set of B6500 and Illiac IV programs that constitute an
in this mode, an interactive routineis available to the engineersto Illiac 1V job. ICL is an Algol-like block-structured language in
enable themto either call specific diagnostic programsor generate which FILES, PROGRAMS, and INTEGERS may be declared.
FILES may be declared in formats and number representations
new ones. This system may also be used to interrogate Illiac IV
registers and tochange their values. While inthe diagnostic mode, appropriate to either machine. Additionally, Illiac IV files may
the B6500 is available to carry on its usual work of preparing jobs be laid out on theIlliac IV disk in avery flexible manner to allow
to be run on Illiac IV and to process the output from those which the user to maximize their availability as they spin on the disk.
have already run. However, it cannot use any major unit that is When files are moved from one machine to another, i.e., when
being diagnosed at the time by the diagnostic routines. In the
M a c 1V files are equated to B6500 files, they are automatically
“normal” mode, the operating system administers the running
on transformed to the appropriate format and binary representation.
Illiac IV and the use of the I!O subsystem.
PROGRAMS may be declared as Illiac IV programs, B6500 comAuthorized licensed use limited to: The University of Auckland. Downloaded on May 27,2010 at 01:22:55 UTC from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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had to be produced for any given problem, and the difficulty of
optimizing this code automatically. A study
of Illiac IV assembler
codes indicates that for every arithmetical operation (including
fetch and store), at least two others were required to direct and
of these
define the scopeof the arithmetic instructions. About half
extrainstructions were CU instructions setting up loops, constants, administering ADB storage, and storing stacks of.mode
patterns. The otherhalf were concerned with mode-pattern calculation. Thus it was difficult to see what efficient code generation
meant for Illiac IV, and to make allowance for it, especially in
viewof the fact that Tranquil and Glypnir were
being implemented before the Illiac IV instruction code had been finalized.
In this latter respect, it may be interestingto note thatall compilers were designed to translate source code intoIlliac IV assembler code. This will make the compilers themselves moreresilient
in the face of machine modification, and also, since neither of
the higher level languages do any automatic optimization, give
the enthusiastic user a chance to optimize his own code should
he wish to do so.
The Illiac IV assembler [ 131 is fairly conventional as assemblers go nowadays. It has a very sophisticated macro-definition
facility which may be used to include standard I/O facilities and
other communications with OS4.It also has “pseudo operations”
to help with storage layout and PE address allocation, of which
therearefourtypes:
syllable (half-word)addresses,word
addresses, row addresses,and 1;’O word addresses. All of these may
be used by some instructions.
Before embarkinguponamoredetaileddiscussionofthe
D . Languages
Illiac IV higher level languages, it is worth pointing out that their
I) Background: The strategy adopted in language development differences with existing languages center around the following
for Illiac IV was more liberal than that adopted for the operating subjects.
system. Apart from the assembler, three “higher level languages”
1) Storage allocations in a two-dimensional store. The “natwere attempted. Two survived to
be usable. The problemof defin- ural’’ method of addressing PEM is by row (or 64 words). Single
ing requirements for the languages was more difficult than that words of PEM may be addressed individually. However, a “colof the operating system, where user habits and needs were fairly umn,” that is, a groupof words in the memoryof a single PE,may
well understood.
not bk addressed as a group.
The first major difficulty is that of formalrepresentation.
2) The expression of parallelism andmodecontrol.
To a
Fortran, Algol, and other numerically oriented higher level lan- certain extent, a vector may be the natural expression
of paralguages are based primarily upon traditional mathematical formal- lelism, and Illiac IVlanguagesshould
in some sensebe able
ism. However, thereis no comparably suitable formalismthat can to allow operationson vectors or rows of matrices. The length of
be easily used as a basis for describingthe kind of operations that the vector and the elements within it to be operated upon are
Illiac IV does easily and, at the same time, can be extended to a defined by the mode pattern. Illiac IV languages should allow
truly nontrivial set of array or matrix operations. For while vec- efficient and comprehensivecalculation and manipulation of
tor andmatrix operations such as addition and multiplications
by mode patterns.
a scalar quantity are trivial to implement, matrix multiplication
3) The expression of routingandindexing.Thelanguage
and inversion require reasonably sized subroutines. In addition,
should allow reasonable expression of routing, and of indexing
in the field of partial differential equations the large number of by a different amount in each PE.
treatments of boundaryconditions,discontinuities,andother
of approaches that has only
special cases have presented a variety
2) Tranquil: The first Illiac IVlanguageattemptedwas
recently been attacked from the higher level language point of “Tranquil” [14], an Algol-like language entirely independent of
view [12].
machine organization. It was designed to allow programmers to
The second problem is that Illiac IV can be fiendishly difficult operate on arrays of data in a simultaneous way. An algorithm
to program properly if one does not banish nearly all serial ma- may be viewed as being appliedto any set of elements of an array
chinepreconceptions andhabits.Realizingthis,thelanguage
at the same logical time, thus often allowing a programmer to
designer is faced with choosing between completely disguisingthe avoid thinking about such details as how to index through an
architecture of M a c IV, thus helping the programmer by doing array and which elementsto save in temporary arrays.
quite a lot of dirty housekeeping for him, or fearlessly exposing
The Tranquil compiler was broughtto a fairly advanced state
the architecture of Illiac IV, thus in all probability, forcing the
of completion when experience with
the object code indicated
programmer to rethink his algorithm in Illiac IV terms. The first that the overhead involved in completely masking the machine’s
approach was applied in the design of the Tranquil programming architecture was too high in relation to the users’ demand for fast
language, the second in Glypnir. The nature and success of each execution of their programs. This was not just a matter of the
project will be discussed later.
payoff between the cost of programming time and execution time,
The third problem was the unexpected amount of code that but of makingexistingprograms,
whose executiontimesfor
pilers, job partners, ICL programs, or other B6500 programs. A
programmaybe viewed asactingmuch like as INTEGER PROCEDURE in Algol with monstrous side effects. The files which the
program uses for data and results and the file on which the program is to be found are also included in the declaration.
INTEGERS are usedmainlyformanipulatingasingle-integer
result always deliveredby a program when it is called by the ICL
program. This integer may be set by the user, and normally indicates the degree of success of the program execution.
The availability of IF and CASE statements allows considerable
flexibility in jobcontrol,and
facilities arealso provided to
allow simultaneous executionof interlocking B6500 and Illiac IV
programs within the same job.
The ICL allows the user to construct a simple operating system appropriate toeach of his jobs. TheIlliac IV operating system
then allows eachof these “job-operating systems”to overlap each
other in theirutilization of time and resources. It also encourages
the division of the job into manageable modules, thus making it
more resilient to hardware and software malfunction.
The present operating system can undergo considerable development with the present hardware configuration. Apart from
simply enhancingthe existing codeand making it part of the Burroughs MCP, many of the file-conversion modules and the disk
allocator, whose operations are inherentlyparallel, may be moved
to the Illiac IV array. Preparation for this workis well underway.
Majorchanges in operatingphilosophy,however, are best left
until hardware performance has been evaluated in the real world.
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4 ) Zlliac ZV Fortran: Illiac IV Fortran [17] was provided more
forthegeneral Illiac IVuser thanforthe
specialist. Glypnir
demands that the programmer undertake the
detailed supervision
of storage allocation and be constrained
to think in terms of
Illiac IV rowsor vectors ofIlliac IV rows.IUiac IV Fortranallows
the user to think in termsof rows of any length in “straight” and
“skewed” storage (see Section IV-B). Skewed storage allows rows
and columns to be accessed withequal facility.
In order to provide mode control, the data type BINARY has
been added to the language which allows arbitrary arrays of bits
(or true-false values) to be declared in a way similar to arrays of
LOGICAL values.
The DO statement has been extended to allow parallel execution of arithmetic expressions, and extra constructs have been
added to thelanguage to allow the shifting and rotationof vectors
and array rows.
Theonly sigrulicant changeindefinitionapplies
to EQUIVALENCE and COMMON statements, where the two-dimensional store
of Illiac IVimposes restrictions on theusual serial definition.
However, as these restrictions are those usually forced upon the
programmer by‘‘real’’ problems,theymayoften
be ahelp
rather than a hindrance.
One very important optionallowed in Illiac IV Fortran is that
of taking an existing serial Fortran code with suitably adjusted
1/0 statements and running it on Illiac IV serially (in one PE)
to test its validity before incrementally parallelizing it.
An Illiac IV Fortran-to-Glypnir translator has now
been in
use for several months and is considered to be very successful.
Illiac IV Fortran exhibitsmany of the operational features of
Tranquil,andhas benefittedfromboth
theTranquilandthe
Glypnir experiences.
5 ) SomeOtherConsiderations:
Becauseof
thelargedisk
1/0 software for
latency compared with processing speed, the
Illiac IV languages tends to be elaborate in order to enable the
programmer to synchronize his I/’O functions with his computing.
A considerable amount of disk latency may be removed by using
theelaborate disk-layout facilities provided by theoperating
system. This latency msybe reduced further by the IjO intrinsics
in both Glypnir and IUiac IV Fortran.
File declarations are modeled on those of theBurroughs
B6500, with the option of implicit bufferingto a level given by the
user. The user is also given the option of driving his program by
I / O interrupt. At a lower level, standard assembler macros provide a similar facility for the assembler programmer.
In terms of what could be done, and, by analogy, has been
done in producing software for some serial machines, Illiac IV
software development is still very much in its infancy. While the
presentsoftware is morethanadequateto
get aconsiderable
amount
of
useful
work
out
of
Illiac
IV
for
a
few years after its
I F -4 > B THEK
: = -4 ELSE : = B
completion there are several areas where new work would prowill deliver the maximum elements of A and B to C, and may re- duce valuable payoffs.
sult in both the THEN and ELSE statements being executed.
Illiac IV offers hardware facilities for a “32-bit mode,”that is,
Glypnir will alow the explicit inclusion of blocksof assembler the ability to store and operate on two32-bit numbers of differing
language for the optimizationof any sectionof code, and also has value stored in one Illiac IV word. Noneof the present compilers
facilities within the language to refer explicitly to selected hard- offer a 32-bit mode as a complete data type that can be used in
ware registers for those who wish to optimize without going into harmony with the 64-bit mode. Work in this area is continuing
assembler language.
at the University of Illinois, and consists not onlyof inserting the
The language has nowbeen in use with the Illiac IV simulator necessary language constructions intothe compilers and developfor over a year and a considerable amount of useful experience ing the necessary standard algorithms, but also bringing
32-bit
has been gained from it. Projected future developments include
user experienceto some sort of parity with 64-bit user experience.
the addition of a 32-bit mode and the facility to allow binding to The effectiveuseof
a32-bitmode may essentially double the
separatelycompiledassembler,Glypnir,
or Illiac IV Fortran power of Illiac IV, but much remains to be done before patterns
subroutines.
of effective use are established.

proposed problems were unfeasibly long on existing equipment,
run in a realistic time on the Illiac IV. Users were thus prepared
to doa certain amount of reprogramming in, say, Fortran and to
restructure their algorithmsto suit Illiac IV architecture, but they
were unwilling to reprogram the wholeproblemin
Illiac IV
assembler.
As it seemed unlikely that Tranquil couldbe made sufficiently
efficient before the machine was then projected to be delivered,
work on Tranquil was halted, and the job of providing an extended Fortran wasbegun.However,Tranquilshouldnotbe
shrugged off. It represents the level of language that implementors
would like to provide.Continuedexperiencewithextended
Fortran has shown, moreover, that the inefficiencies of Tranquil
could havebeen remedied with time, and thatwith slight modification to the language, Tranquil could have become a viable and
extremely interesting and useful Illiac IV language.
3) Glypnir: Glypnir [15], [I61 is also an Algol-likeblock
structured language and in many ways anIlliac IV equivalent of
Burroughs B6500 Algol in the sense that it was written to allow
the knowledgeable user to exploit Illiac IV architecture to considerable advantage.
Progam data types or procedures may be declared as being
either CU or PE variables. In the first case, they refer to one
%bit value corresponding to anIlliac IV word,and in the second
case, they refer to a row of Illiac IV words and thus may have up
to 64 different values simultaneously. Boolean values, however,
are neither CU or PE variables but refer to 64 true-false values.
Thus .a Booleanvariable is said to be TRUE when all its constituent bits are TRUE and FALSE when all its constituents bits are
FALSE. Two extra operators, SOME and EVERY, are used to provide
a bridge between word and bit level logic.
All arithmetic operations are carried out under the controlof
a MODE pattern. The MODE allows the 64 truefalse values of a
Boolean to be associated with each of the PES. When a bit of the
MODE pattern is TRUE, the corresponding PE is enabled and may
thus deliver the results of an operation.
The Glynpir expressionA : = B * C ; ,where A, B, and Care PE
variables, means that each value of A is multiplied by C and delivered to A for each enabled PE. If C were a CU variable, it
would be repeated 64 times in an invisible PE variable before the
statement was evaluated.
Special facilities exist to allow the rotation and shifting
of
rows to the right and left, in a way similar to the more familiar
operationsconventionallycarried out on words, thus allowing
the “route” instruction to be utilized.
FOR and IF statements are also provided, but often
give unconventional results. For instance, given PE variables A , B, and
C, the statement

c

c
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The automatic overlaying of array and program segments is
also particularly important in view of the relatively small corestorage capacity of the Illiac IV. This, of course, impinges upon
theoperatingsystemas
well asthe compilers, andalthough
automatic overlay has always been desirable, its detailed investigation has always, quite rightly, been postponed until sufficient
experience with existing hardware sheds more light on its feasibility. At present, the same effect may be gained by coupling program modules together with a suitable Illiac control program, or
by explicitly overlaying file segments into array space.
in sense that
Lastly, neither of the compilers optimize code the
they scramble instructions to make the best use of CU-PE overlap. Considerablesavings
are envisionedwith
this kind of
optimization but, once again, thisis difficult to do with a simulator which takes no account of this overlay.
All the software described in this paper, and much more that
is not, has been tried by users through the agency of simulation.
The major task of transferring this software to the real machine
still lies ahead, but all of the software, especially the languages,
has gone through several stages of appraisal and revision in the
light of informed user comment. It is hoped that this relatively
conservative software policy will provide a usable Illiac IV very
soon after the hardwareis completed, and a firm base for a more
adventurous second generation of software.

Gauss-Jordan method, the dominant computationis

ai,’

= a I.J . - c J.ak

J )

j=k>k+l>’”

’n

i=k,k+l,...

’ n

or repeated evaluation off(x, y , c)=x-cy, where the three-tuple
argument ( x , y , c) is repeatedly replaced by (a+ akj, cj).
3) Two-Dimensional Finite DifferenceSchemes:
An explicit
scheme for solvingthe “heat equation”au,.’du = A2u is
. .n+l =

I(

.n

+

C(tli-l,jn

+

Ui-l,jn

+

Ui,j+ln

+

ui.j-1n

- 42Li,jn)

where n refers to the nth time step.
This requires that
&f(.r.,y, Z! 1 I . 1 ’ ) c) =

.r

+ c(l/ + Z + +
II

1’

- 4.r)

be evaluatedwithsuitableargument
sets in whichxtakes on
values of u i j , and y , z, u, and u take on corresponding valuesof the
“neighbors” of u;j.
Note that if one sampled the instruction stream on a conventional machine during execution
of these algorithms, the computation offwould dominate the calculation. For these illustrations,
the data base can be stored among thedistinct PEMs so that there
is no difficulty in accessing the appropriate arguments and perIV. APPLICATIONS
forming up to 64 simultaneous evaluations off.
The two central considerations in programming Illiac IV are
A . General Considerations
1) the exploitation of the simultaneous arithmetic capability, and
Most of the numerical algorithms available on conventional 2) the distribution of operands in the memories so that the remachines cannot be readily modified for efficient parallel com- quiredargument sets can beaccessed withouttime-consuming
putations.Two difficulties facethe usersof parallel machines. rearrangement of storage. Exploiting simultaneous arithmetic is
First, algorithms must be devised that are suited to the array
generally straightforward. Often cursory inspection of the loops
nature of their arithmetic units. Second, data may have to be in a conventional program
will reveal methods of utilizing the
stored in highly interleaved memories so that proper combinasimultaneous arithmetic feature. There are cases where it is not
tions of elements are available simultaneously at various steps of straightforward, i.e., caseswhere,because
ofdata dependent
the algorithm.
conditions or other considerations,it may be desirable to evaluate
Fig. 5 illustrates that Illiac IV is designed to execute the same several different functional forms f l , f2, . . . ,fk in different PES
instruction streams simultaneouslyon 64 data sets that are stored at the sametime.Thiscan
be accomplishedeither by turning
in separate memories. Thus Illiac IV is well suited to evaluate the off groups of PES and sequentially evaluatingfi,f?, * . ,fk or by
same function f on 64 sets of arguments, provided that the data imbedding one functional form fi in the instruction stream
of
base from whichthe argument sets are drawn canbe structured in another functional form fi [18]. On a digital computer all funca certain fashion. The data base must be distributed among the tions, regardless of how dissimilar their forms are, are expressed
PES so that the argumentsets required in the ith evaluationof the as sequences of fetches, stores, and arithmetic instructions. It is
functionfcan be stored in theith memory or in a memory that is trivial to imbed the evaluation off= xy in the instruction stream
“close” to the ith memory.
calculating g=a+bc and it is possible to imbed the evaluation
A primary requirement for many of the time-consuming prob- offfg in the computation h = sin (x).
lems in scientific computation is repeated evaluation of the same
Memoryallocation is somewhat less straightforward.Genfunctional form on different argument sets. Consider the follow- erally if the data base for the problem lends itself to representaing examples:
tion either in vector form or in matrix form there are schemes for
I) Matrix-Mulriply: The elements zi of a column of the matrix
storing the vectors or matrices among the 64 distinct memories
Z = A X are produced by forming
which preserve the topology or connectedness of the elements in
thedata base[19]-[22]. Thefunctionevaluationinvolvedin
example 3 requires that the PEM which contains the element uij
J=1
alsohaveeasy
access to ~ i , j +u~~, , ~ ~- i ~+ ~, , jui-1.j.
,
Thereare
storage
schemes
which
ensure
that
access
to
the
“neighbors”
of
where xj are theelements of the corresponding column inX . This
an element are always convenient.Furthermore there areschemes
requires evaluation of the function
which allow simultaneous access of both rows and columns of a
n
matrix.
f(y, X ) = C ujsj
The applicability of Illiac IV to large problems inscientific
i- 1
computation has been studied for awide variety of problems [23].
where the argument 0 1 1 , y2,
, y n ) is repeatedlyreplaced by As one might expect, problems havebeen found which are ideally
suited for Illiac IV or which can be made ideally suited with very
(ail,ai2, * . . , ain), f o r i = 1, 2, . . . n.
2) Solution of SimultaneousLinear
Equations: Using the little modification to the algorithms.Problemshavealso
been
+

9
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apQ(k+l)=

TABLE I
ILLIAC
APPLICATIONS
AND EFFICIENCY

aQP

1972

(k+l)

of Ak+l in (1) are eliminated. It can be easily shown [25] that
Op,(k)
given
is
by,

Applicable with High P E Utilization

Finite-difference calculations in one, two. and three dimensions.
Matrix arithmetic.
Quadrature (including fast Fourier transform).
SgnaI processing. Linear programming (this application could dropto low PE utilization
when 1/0 is taken into consideration).
Applicable with Moderate PE Utilization

where
Particle-moving problems (nonlinear Monte Carlo transport, etc.).
Nonsymmetric eigenvalue calculation.
Solution of linear equations and matrix inversion(if iterative methods
are used this application could move up to high utilization).
Solution of nonlinear equations.
Polynomial root finding (in some instances, this application moves up Restricting OPJk) by I O p e ( k ) I <?r/4, then cos OpJk) will always be
to high PE utilization).
takenpositive
and sin OPJk) will be of thesame
sign as
Applicable with Low P E Utilizatiotl
[ 2 a p , ( k ) / ( u ~ ( k ) - a q , (From
k ) ) ] . the definition (2) of the rotations
Rk we can see that only the rows and columns p and q of Ak are
Inversion of tridiagonal matrices.
affected by the transformation(1). Clearly the implementation of
Table lookup in large unstructured tables.
such an algorithm on a parallel machinewould be highly inefficient. For, even if updating of the 2(n-1) elements (Ak+l is
symmetric, and apQ(k+l)=Ohence need not be computed) is perfound which can be adapted for Illiac IV at some sacrifice in formed with all the PESworking; it requires only oneor two PES
utilization of the PES, and some problems have been found which at the most to compute RPJk)and RpQ(k).
defy modification to exploit the machinearchitecture.TableI
It is possible, however, to modify Jacobi's algorithm so as to
gives some examplesof types of calculations whichfall in each of eliminate more than one off-diagonal element (above the main
these categories.
diagonal) per transformation, and hence make the method more
It is not uncommon to find that numerical techniques which suited for parallel computations (2). For example, for a matrix A
are generallyregardedassuperior
to othersforconventional
of an even order n = 4, if the orthogonal transformation R1 is
machines might notbe superior for minimizing execution time
on chosen as
Illiac IV. For example, in the solution of linear equations on a
conventional computer, Gaussian elimination and back substitution is generallyregardedassuperior
to theGauss-Jordan
algorithm because there are
fewer arithmetic operations involved.
However, on Illiac IV, the execution time required to solve a set
of linearequationsemployingtheGauss-Jordanalgorithm
is
shorter than that required
for Gaussianelimination and back
substitution because, among other things, the back substitution
where the RpJl) for all the pairs (p, q) are given by (2), then
portion of the algorithm is essentially a sequential process.
e,$) and eac1)can be independently chosen such
that theelements
a#) and a3*(*)of A t = R I A I R l l areannihilated.Similarly,
by
B. Two Example Applications
appropriately choosing the elements of
We shall close the application section of the paper by considering two sample problems in the area
of matrix computation:
Jacobi'salgorithmforfinding
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of real symmetricmatrices, and reducinga real nonsymmetric matrix to the upper-Hessenberg form using Householder's
transformations.
I ) Jacobi's Algorithm for Finding theEigenvalues and Eigenoectors of a Real Symmetric Matrix: In the classical method of
Jacobi [X], a real symmetric matrix can be reducedto a diagonal
matrix by a sequence of plane rotations,
L4k+1 =

R ~ A ~ R I . ' ! k = 1, 2,

...

(1)

where A I = A is the n X n original matrix, and each rotation Rr
differs from the identity matrix only in the elements,

the elements aI3(3)and a24(3)of A3, and a14(*)
and a d 4 )of A4 are
eliminated, respectively. Consequently, after ( n - 1) transformations each of the +n(n - 1) off-diagonal elements (abovethe main
R PP ( I ; ) = R Q Q ( k ) = cos e p q ( k )
diagonal) has been eliminated once, each transformation elimiR P Q ( k ) = - R Q p ( k ) = sin O p Q ( k ) ,
p < q.
( 2 ) nating n/2 such elements. Leteach (n- 1) orthogonal transformation be denoted by a sweep; then for our specific example (n=4)
By properly choosingthe angle OPQ(l'),the off-diagonal elements the second sweep will consist of the orthogonal matrices R4, Rb,
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Let us considernow theimplementation of thismodified
and Rs which have the sameconstructionas R I , R ? , and RB,
respectively, and so on. Thus for matrices of even order (see [25] scheme on a parallel machine. For the sake of simplicity of the
for the general case), the elements of each of the (n- 1) orthogonal illustrations we will assume that the size of the matrix is equal to
the number of PES, and furthermore we will ignore the fact that
matrices Rk within each sweep are given by
the matrix is symmetric and hence we need only operate on those
~ , , ! k ) = ~ , , ‘ k ) = cos e p p ( k )
elements on and above the main diagonal. Because each row of
the matrix B=RkAk is obtained by summing multiples of two
rows of Ak, and each column of AkT1=BRkt is obtained by summing multiplq of two columns of B, in order to minimize the
number of idle PES in thematrixmultiplication RkAeRkt, itis
where p and q are sequences defined as follows.
essential
to store the elements of Ak such that each row or column
a) For
can be accessed withone memory fetch. This is achieved by stork=1,2,3,..*,n/2-1
ing Ak in the “skewed” form. In such a storage scheme we map
q=n/2-k+l,n/2-k+2,...,n-k
the array elements into PEM as follows:
i
n
a i j +row i, of I’E ( i
j - 1 ) (mod X )
(8)

+

(n-%+l)-q,
--k+l<q<n-2ki)

where N is the number of PES being used.For example, for n = 8
the elements of an 8 X8 matrix are stored as follows:

n-k-l<q.
b) For

q

m.

k = n/2, n,/2 1, . . . , n - 1
n - I;, n - k + 1 , . . . , (3/2)n - k -

in,
p = {2(n-k)-q,

PE2

PE3PE8 PE7
PE4 PE6 PES

7.3

7,4

7,5

1

+

=

PE1

q<n-k+l
n-ki-l<q<2(n-k)-1

2

1

3

(6)

4
5

j(3n-2k-1)-qg,
2(n-k)-l<qq.
The remaining elements of Rk are, of course, zero. For each k the
angles Onq(l., are determined such that the elements u , ~ ( are
~ ) annihilated for all the pairs ( p , q). For example, for n = 8 and k = 4
thepairs @, q) are determined by (6): {(8, 4); (3, 5 ) ; (2, 6 ) ;
(1, 7) 1, and R 4 is of the form

Therefore, denoting each element eliminated in a given sweep in
the kth transformation by the integer k , the pattern of the annihilated elements for a matrix of order 16 is

6

7

e

*

Let us consider the transformation A 5 = R 4 A 4 R 4where
t
R 4 is given
by (7). By routing, the following configuration can be obtained.

(4)

$1

II (4)

77

* l

*

8.7

8,6

PE1

* r

7.7

7.6

PE2

.(17
4)

PE3

(4)

.(4)
66

PE4

PES

26

.(4)
=22 33
.(4)

55

PE6

(4)
a35

PE7

(4)

PE8

(4)

(4)

However, some of the PES have to remain idle since the routing
distances for all of the elements are not the same. Now;from (3)
sin O p q ( j ) and cos O p q ( j ) for the pairs ( p , q ) : { (1, 7); (2, 6); (3, 5 ) ;
(4,8) 1 are computed simultaneously with roughly half the PES
being idle. Once all the
elements
of R 4 are
computed,
the
matrix
multiplication R4A4R41is performed with
all
the PES
working.
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13.13

Fig. 12. Storagescheme.

For example, to compute the first row of B = R 4 A 4 : 1) broadcast
R11(4)and R,;(4) to all PES, 2)fetch the first row of A 4 and multiply
all its elements by R I 1 ( 4 ) ;3) fetch the seventh row of A*, multiply
all its elements by R17(4),route all the elements of the resultant
vector a distance of 2 to the right, and add to 2).

Sk =

[2

ai,kq1i2

i=k+l

pkl

= UkfAk--1

yk = ~ 4 k - l U k
This process j s repeated until all the rows are computed. Storing the matrix B in the skewed form, each column of A5 is ob!'k = ! l t / S k ( s k
ak-l,k)
(10)
tained by a similar process; for example the eighth column of A S
and
is obtainedasfollows: 1) broadcast -R4s(" andto
all PES;
(
Y
i= P k ' C k .
2) fetch thefourthcolumn
of B, multiply all itselements by
and then route them distance
a
of 4 to the right;3) fetch
the eighth column of B, mdtiply all its elements by R d 4 ) ,add to This reduction requires approximately (513) n3 operations. From
(9) and (10) it is clear that the major computations involved in
2), and store in the same locations of the eighth column of A4.
each
step are thoseof forming the vectors pk and q k . For computAssuming that the matrixA has converged (using some cripk,
we would like to store the matrix A k - I such that we can
ing
terion [24]),to the diagonal form afteru sweepsor afterrorthogoaccess
any
row by one memory fetch, and similarly for the colnal transformations, where
r = u(n - l), then the diagonal elements
of Aril = W A W' are taken to be the eigenvalues. The columns of umns when computing q k . One solution would be to Store the
matrix A in the skewed form described in the previous example.
W ' = V11V2'. . . V,,l are the correspondingeigenvectors,where
However, since the orderof the remaining matrix under operation
for thejth sweep
is reduced by one after each transformation, then it is highly deT'j' = ( R l l ) j ,( R ? ' ) .
, * * (l?n-lf)j.
sirable to store A in such a form that we can have simultaneous
access to each of the N elements of any .\/NXv'/N submatrix of
2) Reducing a Real Nonsymmetr;ic Matrix to the Upper-Hessen- A . Here, N is the number of PES of the parallel machine. Thus
berg Form: The second example is that of reducing a real non- during each stepwe can operateon any .\/\/NX dN submatrix that
symmetricmatrix to the upper-HessenbergformusingHousedoes not contain eliminated elements, with none of the PES idle.
holder's transformations [24]. Such a reduction always precedes
For n = N = 16, the storage scheme [28] is shown in Fig. 12. This
theapplication of Francis' Q R transformations [26], [27] for storage scheme maps an element uij into the memory as follows:
finding the eigenvalues of a nongymmetric matrix. For an n X n
matrix the reduction is completedin ( n - 2 ) steps, thekthof
a i j +row [d/vl<i
- I ) / ~ @ J L(j - 1)/v'Zl 11
which is given by
,lk
~ 4 k - 1 - !*kpl;' - ( q k - ( Y I ; U k ) l ' k f
(9) PE[{((i - 1) mod d?V)dT+[(i - l),'d?Vl

+

. . . , n-2 and Ao= A is the original matrix,
(0, . . . , 0, a k + l , kk St, a k + ? . k , ,and

where k = 1, 2,

ukt =

+

+ j - 1 ) (mod d-6 + 11

where [x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x.
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in the first
Let us demonstratethecomputationsinvolved
(i=2, 3, . * , 16) are
transformation ( k = 1). The elements ai,12
obtained simultaneously by one multiplication, while SI*in (10)
is obtained in log? 1 6 = 4 additions. Evaluating the square root
SIis, of course, an inefficient operation since only few PES can
be
used. Obtaining the vectorsu1 and cl is rather trivial. Now, if we
observe that the elements of each of the rows { 16, 12, 8,4; 15,11,
7, 3; 14, 10, 6, 2; 13, 9, 5 , 1 1 are separated by a routing distance
of 1 from those of the following row, thenpl‘= ultAo is obtained
as follows:
1) broadcast the element u1,16=a1,16 to all PES, fetchthe 16th
row of Ao, multiply all its elementsby a1,16, and route the elements
of the resulting vector a distance of 1 to the left;
2) broadcast uI.12=al.l?
to all PES, fetch the 12th row, multiply all its elements by u1,12, add to l), and routeall the elements
of the resulting vector a distance of 1 to the left, and so forth for
the rest of the rows 8,4, 15, 11, 7, . . . , 1 in order until we obtain
the row vector pit. Similarly, we can see that the column vector
ql= A0 u1 may be obtained as follows: a) broadcast u1.1 to all
PES, fetchthe first column of Ao, multiply all its elements by u I , l ,
and route all the elements of the resulting vector a distance 1 to
the right; b) broadcastul.?to all PES, fetch the second columnof
Ao, and multiply all its elements by uI,?. Add the elements of the
resultant vector to those of a), and route thsm a distance of 1 to
the right.
Repeating the process for the
rest of the columns 3,4, . . . ,16,
we obtain the vector q l . Thus each element of pl and q1has been
obtained by 16 multiplications and 16 additions. The scalar c y I is
computed by one multiply and log2 16=4 adds, and the vector
wJl=ql-culul is computed by one multiply and one add. Partitioning the matrix A. into 4 x 4 submatrices ARC]^. ( R , C= 1,2, 3,4),
and similarly partitioning the vectors
cl, pl, and wlIinto subvectors
each of t’%=4 components, then (9) can be written as follows:

for k = 1, 2, . . , n-2. Thus by properly storing the vectors
ci;, pk, and wk, all the elements of each submatrix [ A R C ] L can be
computed simultaneously.
The same storage scheme can be used for the reduction of a
nonsymmetric matrix to an upper triangular one using Householder’s transformations. Such a reductionis used in solving systems of linear equations.
9

V. THEARPA NETWORK
A . Introduction
One of the unusual things about Illiac IV as a new computer
architecture is the fact that there elready exists a large body of
prohlems to be solved forwhich Illiac IV is particularly well suited
in terms of size, speed, and sophistication. Additionally, there is
agrowingcommunity of scientists and researcherslocated all
about the country who are eagerlyawaiting the ability to use
Illiac IV in solving these problems.
Itbecame apparent in the mid1960’swith
theexplosive
growth and variety of computer systems and services being developed in the country that some meanswere going to have to be
found in order to couple computer systems and computer users
together so that unique features at different sites could be utilized
by people other than at thatsite, and in this way sharing of mutually beneficial
could be
to provide
economical and
convenient
ability to solve
[29]. A
prodigious experiment to this end was initiated by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense and is

Fig. 13. ARPAnet. April 1971
called the ARPAnet. The ARPAnet network proposesto connect
together, via high-speed data transmission lines, anumber of
ARPA research centers and projects located all about the United
States [9], [3O], [31].

B. The Design
Fig. 13 shows the current status of the ARPAnet as of April
1971. Indicated are the universities and research centers who are
members of the network aswell as various computer systems that
exist at each of those centers. Illiac IV is one of those computer
systems and will be located at NASA’s Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Calif.
The network itself is a full duplex high-speed (50 OOO bits s)
data-transmission network developed by Bolt Beranek and Newman, at Cambridge, Mass2 Thenetwork itself is a store-and-forward message-transmission network with the nodes
of the network occupied by a sophisticated terminal called the IMP [32].
The heart of the IMP is a Honeywell DDP-516 computer which
takes care of such tasks as error control, message routing, network “tuning” (adjustingits operation tomaximize itsefficiency),
and statistics gathering. Much care has been devoted the
in design
and implementation of the network to insure an ultra-high level of
reliability (currently no more thsn one single bit error per year
should go undetected). By the store-and-forwardmechanism,
error control is implemented by retransmission of a message or
section of message on which an error was detected. Error correcting codes are appended toeach message to allow the detection of
a wide class of errors and contribute to thereliability of transmission. All of the IMPS arepassive devices in that they perform no
other service besides message routing and control.
At any given node in the network, one or more HOST comservice center or research
puters may be attachedprovidinga
project withaccess to the network.3 The connection between a
HOST and the IMP
is made over a high-speed interface
at 100 OOO
bits s, full duplex. Typical HOST computers in use around the
network are the DEC PDP-IO, IBM 360,75, IBM 360l91, IBM
360;67, and Burroughs B6500. While most of the HOST computers are associated with specific projects sponsored by ARPA,
several locations are designated as
service HOST sites. For instance, the 360191 at the Campus Computing
Network at the
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) is available on
the network most of the time for use as a general computing ser-

* Full duplex
means
that
the user
has
the ability to send
and
receive
simultaneously--as
Opposed to
where the user can Only he
sending or receiving at any instant in time.
3 HOST refers to a computer system capable
of supplying a full
range of computer services to users on the network or at that site.
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vice. Several other places, the University of California at Santa
Barbara (UCSB), Bolt Beranek and Newman in Cambridge, and
Massachusetts Instituteof Technology’s Multics system also serve
as HOST sites providing capabilities and services praticular to
their installations and computer systems.

C. The Tower of Babel
Thecurrent conceptionalization of theARPAnetpresents,
what some people call, “the Tower of Babel” problem in computer resource sharing. One can easily see that there are a wide
variety of computer systems in geographically distant locations
involved in manydissimilar projects, all speakingavariety of
computerlanguages.While it was easy, relatively speaking, to
bring up the hardware portion of the network, i.e., design and
build IMPs, establish phoneline connections for the50 000-bits/s
transmission lines, etc., much effort has been expended in trying
to solve the “software” problem of the network; in other words,
how does a humanuser talk toa remote HOST computer system,
and also how does each HOST system talk to the other remote
HOST systems?
For several years now, a collection of representatives from
each site has been periodically meeting and corresponding with
each other to design and implement a series of protocols (procedures) which lay down the groundrules of access and conversation between people and computers on the network. The most
basic of these protocolsis the IMP toHOST protocol. This protocol contains the procedures by which each host talks to its IMP
and data and routing information areexchanged.
The next level of protocol is that of HOST-to-HOST communication [33]. Thisprotocolcontainstheproceduresand
ground rules for information transfer
between HOSTs and incorporates such features as connection procedures, space allocation, flow control, error control,etc. The HOST-to-HOST protocolwas, in fact, the most difficult protocol to develop since it
dealsmost closelywith the specifics and idiosyncracies of the
various computer hardware configurations and their respective
operating systems.
Once the HOST-to-HOST protocolwas formulated, a number
of applicationsprotocolshavefollowed.Theseprotocols
in
general allow the proper use of the HOST-to-HOST protocol by
systems and applications programs desiring network access. The
most important of these is the initial connection protocol which
allows the establishment of a full-duplex path of transmission
between two systemsor programs on the network. This protocol
in general is masked from the user and is handled automatically
by the network control programs in the HOST sites.
For transmission of data on the network, there is the datatransferprotocol whichis concerned with the transmission of
large blocks of data from point to point. Since most computer
systems treat these large blocks of data as files and have various
and elaborate file naming and access mechanisms implemented
for the handling of these files, there is also a file-transfer protocol
which facilitates the handling of files between arbitrarily different
systems on the network and allowing the mapping of their naming
and access conventions. In addition to the variances in naming
and access, there is the data formatting problem which exists in
data transfers. The approach taken to solve this problem was to
develop a data reconfiguration protocol and supporting systems
whereby the user may specify a transformation function on his
data string. Hepasses it through a reconfiguration service moving
it from the sending site to the receiving site satisfying the format
constraints at bothsites. An example of this might be the conver-
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Fig. 14. Projected ARPAnet, April 1972.

sion of a 36-bit floating-point format for thePDP-10 into a #-bit
floating-point format for the BurroughsB6500.
Most activities on the network for the individual user will be
accomplished in a remote-access mannerto thevarious time-sharing systems on the network. Since there is a wide variance in the
types of terminals that exist on the network, a terminal network
protocol (TELNET) was developed which attempts to mask all
terminals into a network virtual terminal, pass
the streamsof data
and control between that terminal and remote sites in both directions, then unmask the network virtual terminal at the receiving
site into the form best desired by that site. For example, both
Teletype terminals (33, 35, 37) and IBM 2741 terminals may have
access to programs which expect oneor the other of thoseterminals, both with equal facility.
The TELNET protocol handles the usual alphanumeric and
hard-copy terminals but does not handle the graphics terminals
such as storage scopes or refresh graphics display terminals. To
that end, a graphics network protocol
is under development at
this time. Results so far show, however, that a unified approach
to the entireproblem of graphics display and interaction is probably not feasible. Indeed, there may eventually be several protocols at various levels dealing with various classes of graphics devices and various modes of graphics display.

D. Expansion Plans
With the initial success of the protocol efforts, the second
phase of networkdevelopmenthasbeenentered.
Duringthis
phase,additionalnodes will be addedtothe network.These
nodes, however,differ widelyfrom the IMPof the initial configuration. These new nodes provide for connectionof terminal hardware directly to the network and, therefore, are called terminal
IMPs or TIPS. A TIP is a parasite node and provides no service
capability to the network on its own. Users attached to the network via a TIP must derive all of their computationalpower and
service from remote HOSTs
on the network. Thus the second
phase of networkdevelopment sees theintroduction ofuser
oriented groups to complement the present research and service
organizations.Fig.14depicts
a projectedarrangement of the
network and its members as of April 1972.
In addition to the TIP, aneffort has been underway for some
time at theUniversity of Illinois to develop a “miniHOST” computer system basedon the configuration of a small minicomputer
(DEC PDP-11) acting as a full cpacity HOST (from the protocol
to a standard IMPor a TIP. ThePDP-11
standpoint) and attached
basedsystem(called
theARPA networkterminalsystem
or
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ANTS) serves essentially the same functions as a TIP. However,
with the splitting of the network nodeand terminal functions into
two separate computers, and providing additional capability in
the PDP-11 in the form of a disk, a wider variety of peripherals,
more memory, etc., a limitedamount of on-site processing power
is provided for the user to do housekeeping functions such as network accounting, on-site card deck-to-printer listings, data storage on magnetic tape and disk, etc., and to provide him with a
higher level interface into the various protocol stresms whichwill
be directed to and from his site.

from various sites on the network, performance measurement of
activity between sites on the network both at theuser level and at
the system level, and simulation of activity sequences to obtain
normalized measurements of the response and processing activities of the various sites will be investigated.

F. ILLIAC IV Approaches
In 1972, Illiac IV will join the ARPAnet to provide it with
one of its most powerful service sites. Users of Illiac IV will also
heavily access the mass data storage system (laser-memory data
computer) to aid them in preparing and processing the gigantic
E. Promising Results
amounts of data and enormousproblems which theywill attempt
A prominent exampleof network usage during its earliest imto solve utilizing Illiac IV. Conversely, the future development of
plementation phase, when a subnet comprised of University of Illiac IV appears to benefit from the network in two ways. First,
Utah, Stanford, UCLA, and UCSB existed for a short time, oc- there are quite a number of people located all over the country
curred during the development of Stanford Research Institute’s who need direct access to Illiac’IV for their particular applications
SRI’s Intellect Augmentation researchproject. SRI hadbeen using and the network provides avery economical framework in which
an XDS 940 computer to service their documentation aids and to dispense this service. Secondly, network users represent a large
support system. During 1969-1970, they were in the process of body of technical knowledge and experience in the craft of comselecting and moving to a new central processing system to sup- puter systems building, and the development of Illiac IV should
port that effort, a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-10.
be very much enriched by being placed within thisflow of knowlPrior to receiving their system,SRI had good contact with the
edge throughout the ARPAnet community.
University of Utah’s graphics research project who already had.
a PDP-10. After theinitial subnet implementation was completed,
G . TheFuture
the SRI group had remote
access to Utah’s PDP-10 on which they
Up to now, concern has been with the network itself, its conbegan the conversion of their XDS 940 systems programs. The
cept,
and physical manifestation. Now that the first edition is out,
use of this subnet to connect their terminals and hard-copy devices (printers, etc.) to the Utah PDP-10 system, as if they were efforts will be directed at developing applications utilizing the
at the Utahsite, enabled the systems programmersat SRI tocom- diverse capabilities of.the member HOST systems and the intelplete their initial conversion project in less than half a year. Activ- lectual community surrounding them. The keywordof the future
ities during this time included remote text editing, compilations will be sharing.
of systems programs, debug executions, and subsequent shipment Hardware,software, and expertise will be the first sharable
of printer listings, debug results, etc., back to SRI for listing on quantities. Initially their forms will be traditional, the large360191
at UCLA as aservice facility, for instance. Specializationwill then
their printer.
As an example of the more current type of operation on the set in yielding network usage of particular specialized functions
network, the UCLAIBM 360 91 computer system at the Campus at several sites in the solution of individual problems. Systems
Computing Network division has
been selected for inclusionin the will subdivide to subsystems and programs,evolving to a veritable
smorgasbord of hardware and software problem-solving tools.
networkasamajorservice
site. Softwaredevelopment on the
Data sharing will become prominent. Specialized data bases
360,91 has been directed mainly at providing capability for any
remote user to access UCLA and obtain the standard
services ail1 appear as a functionof the growing needsof users of the netprovided by the OS 360 system. The most prominent feature of work and their freedom of access to remote network resources.
retrieval systems will
thisimplementation is theremote job entry (RJE) capability Library anddocumentationproduction
where a given site can supply an input device, a listing output evolve to enhance and extend the intellectual capabilities of network researchers.
device and a punch output device plus a full-duplex operator‘s
In the end, the network as a concept may foster a new intelconsole, and bind these all together via the network to the 360 91.
allowing submissionand control of batch-type jobs for the
OS 360 lectual revolution as it multiplies the number of minds and tools
system. A number of people at Rand Corporation have been op- which can be applied to specific research projects. As one of the
first, the ARPAnet should occupy classical
a
position in the evoluerating from Rand to UCLA
in this manner for some months
tion of computer systems and applicationstechnology.
now and their success is highly promising.
Since any oneof the TIPs or the “mini-host” PDP-11 terminal
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